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FRIB
• New heavy ion accelerator facility for nuclear physics
• Driver LINAC designed to accelerate all stable ions to energies >200 MeV
• Beam power on target is up to 400 kW
• 350 cavities, 300 IOCs, thousands of devices

Control System Environment
• Vast majority of computers is based on x86-64 architecture
  • workstations
  • servers
  • single-board computers in cPCI/MicroTCA form factor
• FRIB has standardized on Debian GNU/Linux
  ⇒ Standard IT deployment tools can be used
• FRIB operates two control-system networks with the same architecture
  • Development network
  • Production network
• Configuration data is mirrored from Git server into control-system networks
• Software is built on a continuous-integration cluster and mirrored into the control-system networks as Debian packages

Automatic Deployment
• Automatic deployment is used to
  • Speed up deployment (support agile development)
  • Make deployment repeatable
• FRIB uses Puppet as the primary tool for managing the configuration of
  • IT infrastructure like storage systems, DNS servers etc.
  • Control-room workstations
  • EPICS IOCs
  • Channel Access gateways
  • Services like Channel Finder, Archiver Appliance etc.

Management of EPICS IOCs with Puppet
FRIB has developed the EPICS Soft IOC Puppet module to install and configure EPICS IOCs
• Support libraries are installed as Debian packages. IOC applications are built on target machines
• Libraries (installed as Debian packages) can be removed from system folders clearly
• Dependencies between packages ensure required libraries and tools are installed and compatible
• Bugs in an IOC's database files can be fixed in the field quickly
• The module is generic (doesn't contain FRIB-specific code)

Management of Puppet Code
• A full set of Puppet manifests, templates, modules... is called a Puppet environment
• Multiple environments can be defined on the Puppet master, each node uses one of these environments
• FRIB uses environments
  • for testing changes on a subset of nodes
  • for deploying large upgrades like OS upgrades machine by machine
• 10k translates Git branches into environments

Firmware Deployment with Ansible
• FRIB operates ~350 RF amplifiers consisting of various sub-components each running their own firmware. More than 4,000 firmware images need to be managed.
• The embedded controllers run Linux on an ARM-based single-board computer.
• Firmware updates are performed by the following steps:
  • Compare the firmware version read out by EPICS with the firmware version available in Git to determine if update is necessary
  • Copy firmware image to controller using Secure Copy Protocol (SCP).
  • Run firmware update commands over Secure Shell (SSH) to program.
  • Restart controller.
• Automated using Ansible since Puppet agent is not available on embedded controllers.

Experience
• First Puppet run on an IOC node typically takes 5-10 min
• Puppet deployment scales well to hundreds of nodes
• Ansible can consume many GBs of RAM for simple tasks like copying a handful of files over SCP to hundreds of nodes
• Automatic deployment doesn’t prevent things from going wrong but makes rolling back much easier
• Engineers tend to follow facility-wide standards closely when they are provided as the default

Conclusion
• Automatic deployment is reproducible, faster and more transparent than manual deployment
• Updates can be deployed facility-wide or machine-by-machine
• The described approach has been used successfully since a few years at FRIB supporting both commissioning and operation
• FRIB’s Puppet modules for managing key control-system components are available as open-source software on the Puppet Forge and GitHub

Further Information
Read the paper IOPP16 paper describing FRIB’s CI strategy
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